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1. Introduction:
This paper develops a continuous time infinite horizon optimal growth
model with identical households. where the households' rate of time preference is
endogenously detennined. To be more specific. we assume that the instantaneous
discount rate of the representative household is negatively related to its current
consumption. With this assumption, we analyze the long run dynamic behaviour of
the economy. We show that contrary to the general belief, a negative relationship
between the instantaneous discount rate and the household's current consumption
does not necessarily result in instability of the dynamic system. We derive a set or
suffiCient conditions for stability and instability in this context. We also show the
possible existence of a poverty trap such that if an economy starts with a per capita
income below a certain critical minimum value, then it optimally chooses a
consumption-accumulation path such that it faces economic retrogression over time.
In the

standard

optimal growth

literature (Ramsey [24]; Cass [3];

Koopmans (15]) the rate of time preference is typically assumed to be a constant.
independent of the stream of past and present consumption. The assumption of a
constant exogenous rate of time preference, however, is based on analytical
convenience rather than strong economic intuition. Koopmans [14] developed a
discrete time recursive but non-additive preference structure which allowed the rate
of time preference to be endogenously determined. Uzawa [26] provided a
continuous time parallel, which was later extended and clarified by Epstein and
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Hynes [12]. The rec Jrsi ve preference structure, of which the Uzawa~Epstein utility
functional is a special case, has subsequently been applied to a variety of models.)
While it is generally accepted that the rate of time preference should depend
upon the levels of past and present consumption, there is considerable disagreement
over whether the rate of time preference should increase or decrease as the
consumption level rises. Both Uzawa [26) and Epstein and Hynes [12) postulated a
positive relationship between the rate of time preference and the stationary level of
consumption (increasing marginal impatience). though neither of them offered any
economic rationale for this assumption. While it may be argued that one with a
history of high consumption will be less willing to accept a lower consumption
profile as he or she gets used to the higher consumption level, it seems equally
plausible to argue that one with a history of low consumption level is liI:e Iy to be
more impatient and will be more willing to consume now rather than .n future,

simply because poverty makes his immediate needs more important. This argument
has been put forward most forcefully by Irving Fisher:
"In general. it may be said. other things being equal, that the smaller
the income, the higher the preference for present over future income .

... It is true that a small income implies a keen appreciation of future
I For example. the existence of intertemporal optima under recursive preferences has been analysed
by Nairay [19); Becker, Boyd and Sung [I}; and Pahvos, Wang and Zhang [23). Stability conditions
for many consumers and many capital goods were studied by Lucas and Stokey [17) and Epstein
[II) respectively. Other applications of this framework include analysis of the effects of changes in
terms of trade on consumption (Obstfeld [21)). effects of changes in income and interer.t rate on
consumption and investment (Obstfeld [22J), effects of changes in government purchase:'; on interest
rate (Devereux [7)), effects of changes in government spending on consumption and cU:'1ent account
(Chang, Tsai and Liu [4J). More recently the recursive preference structure has been applied to study
the long run dynamics of growth models with increasing returns in production (Dru~eon [8)) and
with externalities in consumption due to consumption standard (Drugeon [9}).

wants as well as of immediate wants. Poverty heats down heavily on
all portions of a man's expected life, both that which is immediate
and that which is remote. But it enhances the utility of immediate
income even more than the future income. This influence of poverty
is partly rational, because of the importance, by supplying present
needs, of keeping up the continuity of life and the ability to cope with
the future; and partly irrational, because the pressure of present needs
blinds one to the needs of the future ..... We see, then, that a low
income ... tends to produce a high rate of impatience, partly from the
thought that provision for the present is necessary both for the
present itself and for the future as well, and partly from lack of
foresight and self controL"
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Writing more recently, even Koopmans [16] observed that a majority of economists
would make an introspective argument in favour of decreasing impatience. While
there might be a case for increasing marginal impatience when the actual
consumption profile is very high, it is the second argument which seems intuitively
more compelling· definitely so when the level of actual consumption happens to be
very low. However, while the Uzawa-Epstein formulation has been widely applied
to variolls fields of Economics (see footnote 1), there has not been any attempt so
far to characterise the long run dynamics associated with the assumption of
decreasing marginal impatience. Obstfeld [22] does mention in a footnote that such
a negative relationship may give rise to multiple steady states, but he does not
analyse this case. Our work differs from the existing literature in that we postulate a
negative relationship between

2

Fisher [J3]. pp.72-73.

the

level

of present cons'lmption and

the

4

instantaneous rate of time preference. The lower is the level of consumption today,
the greater is the unwillingness of the people to cut down their present consumption
for sake of higher consumption tomorrow. This unwillingness gets reflected in the
rate at which future utilities are discounted. We assume that at any point of time, the
instantaneous discount rate is a decreasing function of the current consumption.
With this assumption we characterise the optimal path(s) for the representative
household and analyse the long run dynamic behaviour of the economy.
It has often been argued that a positive relationship "appears necessary" for
stability. This was the justification given by Epstein.) Blanchard and Fischer [2]
also maintained that while this assumption "is difficult to defend a priori, ..... (it) is
however needed for stability".4 In this paper, on the contrary, we show that a
positive relationship between the discount rate and the stationary level of
consumption is

110t

necessary for stability of the long run dynamics in the variable

time preference framework. In the model that follows, we have shown that if the
production conditions are such that for low levels of per capita capital stock, the
corresponding marginal product of capital is sufficiently high, then the long run
dynamic behaviour of the economy is qualitatively similar to the standard CassKoopmans result and it approaches some steady state over time. However, if for low
values of k, the marginal product of capital is relatively low, then various interesting
possibilities arise. In this case, if an economy bappens to start with a low level of

1
4

Epstein [10). pp. 73.
Blanchard and Fischer [2], pp. 73.

per capita capital stock, then it may optimally choose a consumption and
accumulation path such that it approaches the

zero production point over time. This

case is somewhat analogous t(> the one discussed by Skiba [25] in the context of a
convex-concave production function.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 lays out the basic
framework of the model. In section 3 we characterise the different steady state
equilibria and discuss their local stability property. In section 4, the long run
dynamics have been analysed with the help of phase diagrams. Section 5 offers the
concluding remarks.

2. The Model
Consider a perfectly competitive decentralised economy where

the

households maximise the discounted value of their dynastic utility over an infinite
horizon. The households are identical in tastes and preferences as well as initial
endowments. A single commodity is produced using two factors of production 
capital and labour and at every point of time, there is full employment of both the
factors. Each household maximises its infinite-time utility SUbject to a budget
constraint such that in any period, its consumption and investment expenditure
cannot exceed its total income in that period. The households take the wage rate and'
the rate of interest as given. However, they have perfect foresight; so they can
correctly guess the time path of the wage rate and the rental rate. The population
grows at a constant rate n. There is no depreciation of the existing capital stock.
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Since the households are identical. we can

cnny out the analysis in terms of

a representative household. The infinite-time utility of the representative household

is given by:

..

t

-J o(c v ) dv

w = Ju(c,) e

0

dt,

(1)

o

where

C1

(

is the per capita consumption

In

period I, u(c/) is the household's
(

I

instantaneous utility function and

Jo(c,,) dv = p(t)

f

is the time preference term

o
which depends on the past and present consumption through the function O. The
function o(c,) denotes the discount rate or the instantaneous rate of time preference
and it depends on

r

c, alone.

The household maximises (l) subject to the following budget constraint:
(2)

where

WI

and r l denote the wage rate and interest rate respectively and

kl

1

is the
j

per capita capital stock in period t.
f

The production function satisfies the standard assumptions about continuity,
c
concavity and constant returns to scale. Let f(k) denote the per capita output. Then

f(O) = 0; f'(k) > 0 andf"(k) < 0 .

(3)
j

Moreover, due to perfect competition, the wage and rental rates are equal to the

s
marginal products of labour and capital respectively:
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(4)

w= f(k) - kf'(k) ; r:;:::. f'(k).
The per capita capital stock lies in the closed interval

[0. k]. where k

is

the maximum attainable capital stock (per capita) and is defined as

k:f(k)=nk.

(5)

On the other hand, per capita consumption c lies within the range [0,

c].

where

c

denotes the highest possible level of per capita consumption and is defined as
follows. We assume that people can consume the existing capital stock so that
investment can be negative. However, there is an exogenously given finite upper
bound on the rate at which capital can be consumed. Let this bound be ex . Then in
any period investment cannot be more negative than

-0;.

Therefore, the maximum

possible consumption in any period is given by

c=f(k)+o;.

(6)

The instantaneous utility function satisfies the following conditions:
forallcE[O.

c],

u(O)=O; u(c»O; 1l'(C»O: II"(C)<O.

(7)

As was mentioned before, in this model we assume that 8. i.e., the rate at which
future utility is discounted at any period, is a decreasing function of the current
consumption level. We impose the following conditions on the 8 function:
for all c E [0 ,

c],

8 (c) cO; ,,'( c) < 0; 8" (c) =o.

(8)

Assumption (8) implies that when consumption level remains stationary, a higher
stationary level of consumption is associated with a lower value of 8, i.e., greater
patience. Also the last condition in (8) implies that 8 is a linear function of c. This

8

has been assumed to keep the long nm dynamics of the model analytically tractable.
We may have given up some generality in doing so, but we gain in expositional and
mathematical simplicity. In any case, there is no compelling economic reason to
assume either 8/1 > 0 or 8" < O. We should also mention here that the results of our
paper do not crucially depend on the linearity of the 8 function. We have shown
elsewhere5 that exactly same conclusions will emerge if we take a utility function of

A
te
tr

pl

cl- a
the fonn: u{c) == - - ; 0 < ()' < 1 and an instantaneous time preference function of
1- ()'

A

the form: 8{c) == - ; A> O.
c
Since 8 (c) is a linear function of c, we assume that it lakes the following

T

functional form:
8{c)=A-Bc

=0

A
for c < -, where
B

for c

We assume that

A

~-

B

c< ~
B

(9)

.

so that for the relevant c values (j (c) is strictly positive.

At any point of time t, the time preference term, pet). is given by the

TJ

I

integral

J8(c\.) dv. Therefore, by the fundamental theorem of integral calculus, we
o

can write
it :
5

Das [6], chapter 6.

!!e
dt

D(e1 ) Le"

(10)

Also note that whatever be the time path of consumption, as t tends to zero, p
tends to zero, and

as t tends to infinity, p also tends to infinity ,6 Therefore the

transfOImation given in (10) allows us to write the intertemporal optimization
problem of the representative household in terms of p in the following way:

Maximise W::::

j
o

subject to

e- P dp

(1')

w+ rk -nk-c
A-Be

(2')

u(c)

A-Be

dk
dp

-=------

The corresponding Hamiltonian and Current-value Hamiltonian functions are given
by Hand H respectively:

H == u(e) e-P + ;t(p) w+ rk - nk
A-Be
A-Be
H==

where #(p)

(11)

u(e) +#(p)[w+rk-nk-e] ,
A Be
A-Be

( II')

= ;t(p) eP and H = H e P ,

The necessary conditions for optimization are:

6

Since 0 (c) is a decreasing function of c and also c ::;

c.

J0 (c ) d~' ;;:: J0 (c) dv =

o

v

0

t

it follows that as t tends to infinity, p

= f 0 (c v ) dv
o

tends to infinity as well.

00.

Therefore
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an -_0 ,

(12)

de

aH

dtl

-=--+p,
dk
dp
aH

(13)

dk

-:=:-.,
dP dp

(14)

lim H :::: lim H e- P

p-...

p ..... ~

:=:

0.

7

(15)

From these first order conditions, we can derive the optimal consumption and
accumulation paths in terms of pas:

de
dp

1. [(A - B e) u'(e) + B u(e)]
A-Be
-I/"(c)

dk

w+ rk - nk

dp

A -B e

r - n

_

A-B.(w+rk-nk)

c

1]
'

(16)

. (17)

Substituting t for p (from condition (10» and using relation (4), the above optimal
paths can be expressed in terms of t as:

de
dt

dk

(A - Be) u'(e) + B u(e)] [
[

-:::: f
dt

- u" (e)

(k) - 11k - e.

f'(k) -11
A - B, (f (k ) - nk)

1] ,

( 16')

(17')

Condition (15) was derived by Michel [18], Also see Chiang [5] for a justification a;1d economic
interpretation of this condition.

1

rI

I
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Eq.06') and (17') are the two basic dynamic equations of our model. These are the
two equations of motion. which determine the dynamic behaviour of the economy
over time. In the next section, we use these two to characterise the steady state
equilibrium (or equilibria, as the case may be) of the system.

3. Steady States
In steady state per capita consumption and per capita capital stock both
de
dk
remain constant. Therefore -;::: 0 and -;::: 0 together determine the long run
dt
dt
equilibrium values of k and c. Now, de == 0 implies
dt
'h

=0 ,

(18)

i.e., f'(k) = A + n - B(j(k) - nk).

(19)

mt~

or

(A-Be)u'(e)+Bu(c)
-u"(c)

_....::..--:......:.--_12_ _ _

I = 0,

A - B (j (k ) - nk)

Let

0' (e)

denote the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to consumption anel

£(c) denote the elasticity of the instantaneous utility, u(c), with respect to

consumption. Under the assumption that

0'-1

(O):f. 0 and £ < J, (18) gives us the
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trivial equilibrium value of c (Le.• c ::: 0),8 Eq. (19) on the other hand determines the
non-trivial steady state values of k. In the discussion that follows, we are going to
analyse the characteristics of the non-trivial equilibria only.

. -:::
dk O·ImpI'les
Agam
dt

(20)

c= f(k) - nk.

Therefore solving (19) and (20) we can derive the equilibrium values of c and k for
the non-trivial steady state.
It is convenient to characterise the equilibrium values of k with the help of
diagrams. For this purpose consider equation (19). The LHS of (19) is the marginal
product of capital, which is a decreasing function of k. Figure 1 depicts a possible
diagrammatic representation of this function with k on the horizontal axis.
On the other hand, the RHS of (19) takes a finite positive value A+n when

k ::: 0, falls as k rises, reaches a minimum at the' golden rule' value of the per capita
capital stock (kJl ),9 and increases thereafter. This is shown in Figure 2.

U

8

Note that a(c)=

beeomes

AC

,

-II (C)
[

c]

1I'(c)

Therefore if

and e(c)::::

II

,(c) - . When
C

C-'1

lI(c)

a -I (O):f:. 0 then obviously c
t

:=

0, the LHS of equation (18)

0 is a steady stale solution. If

a(c)

c

O. then we have to analyse the behaviour of - - as

C-'1

O. It is generally assumed that

a(c)

a -I (O):f:. O. Also note that under the assumption that e < I • c :::: 0 is the only solution to (18).
Given our assumptions about u(c). for any non-zero c, the LHS of (18) is always positive.
9

The 'golden rule' eapital stock is defined as kg : f'(k g ) = ,I.
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(Figure 1 nnd Figure 2 somewhere here)

The equilibrium values of k are given by the poinl(s) of intersection of these two
curves. We discuss below three cases, which are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

Case I: lim f'(k) > A + 11
k-.O

In this case, the f '(k) curve starts above the A+n-B (f(k) - 11k) curve. A possible
equilibrium configuration is shown in Figure 3. Note that here when k takes very
low values,f'(k) > A +

+ 1/ - B (f(k)

!/ -

B (f(k)-nk). On the other hand. for k

~

kit, f'(k)

S;;

11< A

nk).10 This ensures that there is at least one point of intersection. Also,

if the two curves intersect each other more than once, then such intersection points
will be odd in number. Hence in this case, a non-trivial steady state always exists
and either this equilibrium is unique or there are odd numbered multiple equilibria. II

(Figure 3 somewhere here)

Case II: k__
limO f'(k) < A + n
Here there are two possibilities: either there does not exist a non-trivial steady state
at all. or there exist at least two points of intersection. In the latter case, there may

10

By assumption, at sleady state c=f(k)

A

nk ~c<-forallk.Therefore.A-B(j(k)

nk»O.

B
II We are ignoring the possible tangency points. 11 can be easily shown that the dynamics remains
qualitatively similar even if we allow for such tangency cases.
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exist more than two intersection points, but the equilibrium points will always

L

appear in even numbers. These two possibilities are depicted in Figure 4. Figure

T
4(a) shows the no equilibrium case whereas a possible equilibrium configuration in
the second case is shown in Figure 4 (b).

(Figure 4 somewhere here)

CasellI: limj'(k):::A+n
k-'>O

In this case, both the curves start from the same point. Therefore, k ::: 0 is an
equilibrium. However. for positive k values either there does not exist any
equilibrium, or the equilibrium points exist in odd or even numbers. Since these
possibilities are similar to the cases already discussed in I and II, we do not analyse
this case separately.12
To analyse the local stability property of these steady states, we look at the
Jacobian matrix of the two differential equations given by (16') and (17') and
evaluate the matrix at different equilibrium points.

12

Note that if the production function satisfies the Inada condition

lim

k-)O

j'(k)

=

00,

then cases II

and III do not arise. This happens here due to the linear nature of the 8 function. However we have
shown elsewhere (Das [6], chapter 6) that with a specific nonlinear 8 function and a specific utility
function, these cases will arise even when the production function satisfies the Inada conditions. The
specific forms of the utility function and the (j function have been mentioned earlier in pag·~ 8 of the
present paper.
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Let (A - B c) u'(c) + B I't~l:= t/J(e) and
-u"(c)

! '(k) - n -1:;.; V'(k).
A-B(!(k)-nk)

Then from (16'):

de
dt

- : : t/J(c) V'(k)=G(c,k) ,

say.

( 16")

Again from (17'):

dk

-

dl

:::; !(k) - 'Ilk - c:.::: H(c,k),

say.

(17")

So the Jacobian of (16") and 07") is :

(21 )

Now, Gr

:::;:

¢'(c) ljI(k). At the non-trivial steady state, If! (k) :.: 0 and 1> '(c)

'¢;

O.

Therefore when evaluated at the equilibrium point,
(22)

Again,G, ::¢(c)ljI'(k),whereljl'(k):::;

[A - B(! (k) - nk)]f I/(k) + B [f '(k) .
[A - B(f (k ) - 'Ilk)

r

n]2

In equilibrium, f'(k)-n=A-B(!(k)-nk). Hence, when evaluated at the
equilibrium point,
G
k

=Ih(C) [
't'

f"(k)
+
A-B(f(k)-nk)

B] .

(23)

On the other hand,
(24)

16

and Hk

:=

j'(k)-n.

(25)

From (21), lIsing (22) - (25), the Jacobian evaluated at equilibrium is:

A

)=

[0

ep(e) {

-1

f "( k)

+

B}]

,S,'·

(21')

A-B(f(k)-nk)·
f'(k)-n

11
fl

Determinant of the Jacobian:
~

Det J =

A

ep(e)
[B(f'(k)-n)+ f"(k)].
B(f (k) - nk)

e
~

Det»

or <0 according as B(j'(k)-n»

or <-f"(k)

point. Note that B(f'(k)-n) is nothing but the slope of the

at the equilibrium
A+n-B(f(k)-nk)

function (RHS of equation (19» where as - j lI(k) is the absolute value of the slope
of

f

'(k) (LHS of equation (19»). Therefore the sign of Del J depends on whether

the curve representing the LHS of equation 19 intersects the curve representing the

RHS of (19) from above or from below.
Trace of the Jacobian :
~

TrJ =f'(k)-n.
In equilibrium, Tr j > 0 since all the equilibrium points lie to the \eft of kg .
When the equilibrium points are odd in number (Case 1), at the first
equilibrium point, the f '(k) cuts the A + n - B(f(k) - nk) curve from above. If (c·,

k) denote the first eqUilibrium point, then it follows that at (c·, k"), Ded < 0 while
Tr J > O. So the first equilibrium is a saddle point. The other equilibria (if they

17

exist) will be alternatively unstable (either unstable node or unstable locus) and
~

saddle points depending on the sign of Det J .
In the other case when the equilibrium points exist in even numbers (Case
II), at the first equilibrium point, the
from
A+n

below

and

at

the

second

I

'(k) cuts the A + 11- B(/(k) - nk) curve

equilibrium

point.

B(f(k)-nk)clIrve from above. Therefore, if

I

cuts

the

(c', k') denote the

first

'(k)

equilibrium point and (c", k") denote the second equilihrium point, then at (c', k')
Del J is positive and at (c", k") Det J is negative. So (c', k') is an unstable
equilibrium while (c", k") is a saddle point. The first equilibrium point will be an
unstable node or unstable locus depending on whether the characteristic roots at thal
point are real or complex. When the number of equilibria exceeds two, then they
will be alternatively unstable and saddle points.
In the rest of the analysis, we are going to deal with only two possibilities,
namely, the unique equilibrium situation in Case I and the two equilibria situation in
Case II. It can be easily shown that when tbe number of equilibria is more, the
nature of the long nm dynamics will be similar to either of the two above-mentioned
cases.

4. Long Run Dynamics
The local stability analysis tells us that in Case I, where the equilibrium is
unique, it is a saddle point. On the other hand, in Case II, out of the two equilibria,

18

the first one is unstable while the second one is a saddle point. In this section, we

ge

analyse the long

dynamics of these two cases using phase diagram technique.

cc

For this purpose, consider the two equations of motion in our model given by (16')

c

nlll

and (17'). Using these two, we can determine the direction of movements of c and k
over time. The following relations describe the dynamic behaviour of these
p

variables for any c and k such that c E (O,e) and k
~

>

dl

<:

o according as f

>
'(k) :::: A

E

(O,i().

+ 11- B(j(k) - nk),

a
(26)

<:

dk => 0 accord'109 as c :::::
< f(k)
. - nk. ,
dt <:
>

(27)

Relation (26) can be interpreted in lines similar to the standard case. We can write
(26) in the following way:
de>

>

dt

<:

-= 0 according as f'(k) - n = A - B(f(k) - nk),
<:

>
Le., f'(k)-n=o(c)+o'(c)(f(k)-nk-c) whereo(c) = A-Be.
<

At any point of time, given the per capita capital slock. the household has to decide
how much to consume and how much

to

save. Now consider any point in the c-k

plane. At the arbitrarily given consumption level c, whether the household
consumes or invests an additional unit of output depends on the net cost of a unit of
consumption foregone. If the additional unit of output is invested today then the
future return (i.e. the extra per capita output that will be available tomon-ow) is
given by

f

'(k) - n. On the other hand, the cost of foregoing consumption today

19

>gels reflected in the discount rate. If Ilk;::: f (k) ... nk ... c is the amoun t of
consumption foregone today, then o(e) + o'(c) Ilk is the cost associated with thm.
Clearly, if the future return is greater than the cost of consumption foregone today,
then the household will consume less today and more tomorrow; hence de is

dz

positive. The opposite happens when the return in future is less than the cost
associated with consumption foregone.
The phase diagram of the unique equilibrium case (Case 1) is shown in
Figure 5. In this case there exists a unique stable path (stable arm of the saddJe
point) which passes through the equilibrium point. This is the optimal path (the
broken line in Figure 5). Along this path, starting from any initial point, the
economy asymptotically approaches the non-trivial steady state po!nt. This result is
similar to the standard Cass-Koopmans result. Note that even wheT' the equilibrium
is not unique, the first equilibrium will be a saddle point so that over time the
economy will approach some steady state.

(Figure 5 somewhere here)

The two equilibria case (Case II) is more interesting. Here the first
equilibrium is an unstable one whereas the second one is a saddle point. The phase
diagram is given in Figure 6. From the direction of movemens of k and c as
shown in the phase diagram, we observe that there can be two types of trajectories

20

which satisfy all the necessary conditions for optimality (including Michel's

rank

condition). One of them over time asymptotically approaches the second

this

equilibrium point (k", co.), while the other one approaches the origin (0,0) as t goes

COil

to infinity. We call the trajectories of the first kind optimal trajectory I and

Th,

tntjectories belonging to the second set are called optimal trajectory II.

nee
in ;.

tile

(Figure 6 somewhere here)

In
. Optimal trajectory I may start from a close neighbourhood of the first
equilibrium point itself (which is the case when the characteristic roots at (k*, c* )
are real and positive) or it can untwist around the first equilibrium point (this
happens when the characteristic roots at (k *, c· ) are complex with positive re~l
parts). Optimal trajectory II, on the other hand, either remains above the dkldt

=0

curve for all values of k or intersects the dkldt = 0 curve at some point (or points).

T
f(
tl
(

Possible trajectories of the first kind are traced by continuous lines and trajectories
of the second kind are traced by the broken lines in the c-k plane in Figure 7. If an

(Figure 7 somewhere here)

optimal path exists, it is represented either by trajectory I or by trajectory II. Since
both the trajectories satisfy all the necessary conditions for optimality, we have to
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rank them in terms of total infinite~time utility to determine the global optima,13 For
this purpose we now state a theorem and its three corollaries which enable us to
compare the two paths, This theorem is analogous to Skiba [25].101

Theorem I. Along any optimal trajectory (i.e., trajectory which satisfies all the
necessary conditions), value of the integral or the infinite-time utility for a given

initial capital stock is equal to the current value of the Hamiltonian evaluated at
that initial point on fhe trajectory.
In other words, given 11.0 , if c(t) is an optimal consumption path, then

Therefore we can compare trajectory I and II by simply comparing the values of Ho
for a given ko, Also from our assumptions about u(c), O(c) and f(k), we can derive
the following three corollaries:

Corollary I(a). For a given ko , cm optimal trajectory with higher Co will give
higher, same or lower inJinite-tilne utility according as Co is greater than, equal to
or less than f(k o) - nko.

Corollary I(b). Along any optimal trajectory, as we move to a higher ko , infinitetime Uliliry increases.

I} Note that since these trajectories satisfy only the necessary conditions, it is possible thal none of
these represents the optimal path. But in that case, there is no optimal path at ail. If however an
optimal indeed exists. then it has to be either of the two.
t~ Proofs of the theorem and its corollaries are given in the appendix al the end of the paper.
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COl'OJIary l(c). Along any optima/trajectory. as we move to a higher ko. the rate at

at

which infinile~time utility increases depends on co. Given ko, the lower is Co the

WI

higher is the rate.
SI
Using theorem I and corollaries l(a), I(b), l(c), we can now rank optimal

tI,
trajectory I and trajectory II for Case II. We discuss below three mutually exclusive

H
(and exhaustive) possibilities.

u
Subcase lI(a): Optimal trajectory Il lies above the dkldt ::::: 0

ClIn'e for the

entire

a

feasible range oj k:

t:

Trajectory I in this case may either start in a close neighbourhood of the first

,;

equilibrium point or it may untwist around the first equilibrium point.
shown

in

Thi~;

case is

Figure 8. In this case, for ko 2 k", co> f(k o) IIko for bJth the

(Figure 8 somewhere here)

trajectories, but (co)u > (co)l. Therefore by corollary l(a), the trajectory II gives
more infinite-time utility. Again by corollary I( c). as we move to a lower ko than k",

H 0 falls along both the trajectories, but the rate
along

trajectory

at

which it is falling is greater

I than along trajectory II. This. coupled with the fact that

(Ho)u > (H 0)1 for ko 2 k·· , enable us to conclude that

if optimal trajectory II lies

a/Jove the dkldt ::: 0 curve all along, then trajectory II gives more infinite-time utility,
whatever be the initial per capita capital stock.

Subcase II (b): Optimal trajectories I and II both start in a close neighbourhood of
the first equilibrium point itself:
Here the first equilibrium point is an unstable node. The possible shapes of the two
trajectories are shown in Figure 9. In this case, for 11.0 < k' trajectory II is the only
available optimal trajectory and similarly for 11.0> k' traj~t.:tory I is the only available
trajectory. Therefore ~f an

eCOll0l11.)i

move:; along trajectory I;

if it starts

starts with al/ illifial capiTal stock 11.0> 11.', thell if
with 11.0 < 11.', then it follows trajecrory II and (l

11.0 = k", then the economy remains stational)' at the first equilihrilllll point.

(Figure 9 somewhere here)

Subcase II(c): Both optimal trajectories I and II untwist around the first
equilibrium point:
In this case the first equilibrium point is an unstable focus. Therefore in the
neighbourhood of the first equilibrium point, for any 11.0• there are more than one

Co along trajectory I as well as trajectory II. So our task here is three-fold: first, to
determine the Co which gives the maximum utility for a given 11.0 along trajectory I;
secondly, to determine a similar Co value for a given ko along trajectory II and
finally, rank these two Co values in terms of the corresponding infinite-time utility.
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Let us first consider optimal trajectory I which is shown in Figure 10. Along

val

trajectory I, consider a ko in the neighbourhood of the first equilibrium point such

to\

that there are more than one

f.

Co corresponding to that. For example, let us take ko:::

In this case the steady state per capita consumption, c', is also an admissible
p

initial consumption level. However, from corollary lea), given the initial capital

()
stock, infinite-time utility along trajectory I is aClUally minimised at Co;;::' c', So if
other optimal paths are available, then c' will never be chosen; the economy will
start with an initial consumption either greater or less than c'. Now let us trace the
(Figure 10 somewhere here)
path from the second equilibrium point to the first one and denote the successive
points with different c values corresponding to the same initial capital stock k'
respectively by MI, M2, M3, ... etc. Let us first consider M I and Mi. Along
trajectory I, between M I and M2 we can find a point on the trajectory such that the k
value at that point is associated with a unique c and hence a unique value of Ho. Let
us denote this per capita capital stock by kl (see Figure 10). Now from k" as we
move towards k', Ho rises (by corollary lea)), but it rises at a faster rate as we move
to MI rather than M2 (by corollary I(c)). Hence,
(Ho)MI> (H o)M2.

Next consider M2 and M3. Once again on trajectory I between M2 and M3, we can
find a point such that corresponding to that k, there is a unique c, Let us call this k

T
V,
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value k2. Using corollary I(b) and I(c). it can be sh()wn that as we move from kz
towards k', Ho rises at a faster rate as we move to

Mz rather than M3. So.

Proceeding this way, we can show that

Therefore, for any ko. along ImjectOJ:)! I, the path associated with the lowest initial
vallie ofper capita cOllsumption gives the maximum illfinite-time utility,
Let us now consider trajectory II which is shown in Figure 11. Once again
we choose a k in the neighbourhood of the first equilibrium point, say k* itself, such
that there are more than one c values along trajectory II associated with this k. Let
liS

move along trajectory II from the origin towards the first equilibrium poim and

denote the successive points on trajectory II corresponding to k* by NI, N2, N3,... etc
<II

(see Figure 11), Using similar arguments we can now show that

Therefore, for any k a, along trajectory lJ the path associated'with the highest initial
value ofper capita consumptioll gives the maximum illfinite-time mWty.

(Figure 11 and 12 here)

Finally, we have to compare trajectory I and II for all k values within the
relevant range. For this purpose consider Figure 12. Let us move along trajectory II
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from the origin towards the first equilibrium point and denote the per capita capital

5.

stock associated with the first poiot of intersection between the dkldt ;:; 0 curve and
trajectory II by k'. Similarly as we move from the second equilibrium point to the

be

first one, let the k value associated with the first point of intersection between the

re

dkldt

=0 curve and trajectory I be denoted by k". Then by corollary 1(a), at ko =k',

(Ho)n > (Hoh and at ko:::: k",

(floh > (flo)n. As we move from k' to kit, Ho

m
di
II

increases at a faster rate along trajectory 1 than trajectory II. Therefore, there exists a
h

kE

(

k', k")

SHC;'

thaI

if ko

<

f.

(r({jectory 11 gives more infinite-time utility than

trajectory 1. On the other hand, if ko >

k , then

trajectory 1 gives more infinite-time

utility.
Let us now summarise the findings of this section. In Case I, \'I.'here the
equilibrium is unique and a saddle poinr, there is a stable optimal path whi,cll takes
the economy to the non-trivial equilibrium. However, in the two equilibria case
(Case lI), where one equilibrium is unstable and the other one a saddle point, either
the economy approaches the zero production-zero consumption point for the entire
relevant range of k (Subcase II(a», or there exists a certain k value such that if the
economy starts to the left of this k, then it follows an optimal path such that it
approaches the origin over time (Subcases II(b) and II(c».
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5. Conclusion
This paper establishes two points. Firstly, contrary to what is generally
believed, the postulate that poor people are more impatient does not necessarily
result in instability. Stability of the dynamic system depends on the relative
magnitudes of the marginal product of capital at low income levels and the rate of
discount that is associated with a constant stream of consumption, which can be
maintained at that income level. The second point is that when rate of discount is
higher than the marginal product of capital for low k values, the economy may

optimally choose a consumption path such that over time it approaches the zero
production and zero consumption point. Thus something akin to Nurkse's [20]
'poverty trap' is possible whereby an economy starting with a per capita capital
stock less that a certain critical minimum value follows a

pa~h

of economic

retrogression.
The possibility of this kind of a 'poverty trap' is well recognised in the
development literature. However, In this paper we offer a different explanation for
the existence such 'poverty traps': a poor economy gets stuck with a low or even
decreasing per capita income not because the economy is technologically backward,
but because the households, being poor, are more impatient and therefore dis-save
(or over-consume). Here we recognise the fact that even leaving aside the purely
biological subsistence considerations, there may exist a lower limit below which the
households are not prepared to push back their current consumption level. This
unwillingness may arise because the rate at which they discount future utilities vary
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inversely with their income level (or rather the level of consumption thal they

App

enjoy). The poorer are the households, the more unwilling they are to postpone

Proo

today's consumption for sake of tomorrow. So households' time preference varies

repre

inversely with the past and present consumption stream. As a result, a poor
economy may follow an optimal path which leads to economic retrogression. Also,
unlike the Harrodian case, it is not a mismatch between expectations and reality that
is giving rise to this instability. The households have perfect foresight here, still

The
is :

they choose a path which approaches the zero production-zero consumption point
over time. This happens because for a poor household. the rate of time preference is
so high that even though it maximises its dynastic utility over an infinite horizon,

An

the future utility terms become insignificant and in effect it is looking at a much
shorter time span. So present becomes more important than future and an optimal
consumption stream which gives higher consumption today is preferred even if it
leads to zero consumption at some distant future point. It is this preoccupation with
the present on the part of the households that leads to this kind of an apparently
"irrational" outcome.

I
r
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Appendix:
Proof of Theorem I : In our model the

infinite time utility function of the

representative household is given by :

,
..

W::: ju(c,)e

-J8(c v )dv
0

-u(c)

dt ::: j--e-Pdp.

o

o8(c)

The current value Hamiltonian of the dynamic optimization problem (in terms of p)
is :

1~/".

lI(e)

=--+~l

8(c)

()[f(k)-l1k-e]
P
.
8(c)

An optimal trajectory satisfies the following four first order conditions:
oR_ =0
:)

uC

oR

(A.I)

,

d~l

-=--+p,
ok
dp

(A.2)

off dk
-=-,
op

(A.3)

dp

lime-PH =0.

(AA)

P-->

~

If

c(p) and k(p)

denote some optimal consumption and accumulation paths

respectively (in term of p) then from condition (AA),

lime-plH(c,k,P) J=O

P-->~

Hence,

j d[e-P H(c,k,,il)] = [e- pH (c,k,~l)]~= - H (co,ko,Po)'
o

J

.

(A.S)
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So,

:: jH e-Pdp- je" Pdl1
o

foll·

0

Pre
= "J u(c) e- Pd
o 8(c)
p

+ -Je
o

p

[P(f(k)-llk-C
iJHdk
. . . _ - {iJHdC
_.---+-A
-+ aHdfl}]d
-- p.
8(c)
iJc dp ak tip CJp tip
No

Now from conditions (A. I ), (A.2) and (A.3), it can be shown that the second term of
the above expression is zero.

Q.E.D.

Note that in the above proof we have not assumed any specific form of the

I't
utility function of the instantaneous time preference function. The three co::ollaries
of Theorem I that have been stated in the paper are proved below with resp:::ct to a
linear 8 function of the following fonn:

A
8(c)=A-Bc; C<-, A,B>O.
B
Proof of Corollary I(a) : Using (A. I ), (A.2) and (A.3). along any optimal path we
can write the current-value Hamiltonian in terms of the initial values of c and k as :

Now,

f

A
(k ) - nk < B

(by assumption) .

T
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So,

ilaf!o.
Co

:;: or <: 0 according as Co :;:: or < f(k o)- nko'

Hence the corollary

follows from Theorem 1.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary I(b) : Total differentiating

Now by assumption, tt'(c) > 0, c <: ~ and f

B

Fi (co' ko) with respect to

(k) -

the value of ko ' dH o is always greater than zero.
dk o

ko' we get

11k < A . Therefore, whatever be

B

Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary I(e) : From Corollary l(b),

1 dH o _
(A-Bco)u'(co)+Bu(c o )
Ho dk o - u(co)+(!(ko)-nko -co)u'(Co)

Q.E.D.
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